The advantage of an online semi-supervised boosting method which takes object tracking problem as a classification problem, is training a binary classifier from labeled and unlabeled examples. Appropriate object feature are selected based on real time changes in the object. However, the online semi-supervised boosting method faces one key problem: The traditional self-training using the classification results to update the classifier itself, often leads to drifting or tracking failure, due to the accumulated error during each update of the tracker. To overcome the disadvantages of semi-supervised online boosting based on object tracking methods, the contribution of this paper is an improved online semi-supervised boosting method, in which the learning process is guided by positive (P) and negative (N) constraints, termed P-N constraints, which restrict the labeling of the unlabeled samples. Firstly, we train the classification by an online semisupervised boosting. Then, this classification is used to process the next frame. Finally, the classification is analyzed by the P-N constraints, which are used to verify if the labels of unlabeled data assigned by the classifier are in line with the assumptions made about positive and negative samples. The proposed algorithm can effectively improve the discriminative ability of the classifier and significantly alleviate the drifting problem in tracking applications. In the experiments, we demonstrate real-time tracking of our tracker on several challenging test sequences where our tracker outperforms other related on-line tracking methods and achieves promising tracking performance.
INTRODUCTION
Visual tracking has been one of these key and difficult problems within the field of computer vision and artificial intelligence research [1, 2] , and tracking results will directly affect the subsequent job about target motion analysis and behavior recognition. At present, visual tracking has a wide spectrum of applications, such as video summarization video annotation, traffic surveillance and human-computer interaction. Although we have made great progress in visual tracking, under complex environments, such as changes in illumination, different camera viewpoints, rotation and partial or full occlusions, object tracking is still faced with a great challenge.
To solve the above problem, researchers propos adaptive tracking algorithms. Collons and Liu [3] firstly used the most distinguishing color features, which were chosen from the current background and objectives tracking method, to track object; Lim et al. [4] presented incremental subspace algorithm; Avidan [5] distinguished between target and background by the adaptive integrated classifier; Grabner et al. proposed an online boosting algorithm [6, 7] and an online semi-supervised boosting algorithm [8] , although both have good real-time performance, they perform self-training [9, 10] to update the classifier online. As a result of self-training, the misaligned positive samples are used to update the classifier and the classification errors reinforce themselves over time, thus easily leading to the drifting problem [11, 12] . In order to overcome the drawback of self-training, Chen S et al. [11] presented a Co-Tracker method, in which a co-training framework was adopted. Then, Kalal et al. [12] demonstrated that the Co-Tracker method did not apply to target detection, because samples used in the training were sampled in the same morphology, and their features may be interrelated, this contradicts assumptions of the Co-Tracker method.
In this paper, we present a robust object tracking algorithm by employing an online semi-supervised boosting with positive structural constraints (P-constraints) and negative structural constraints (N-constraints), which restrict the labeling of the unlabeled samples. Therefore, the classification errors can be identified by two types of constraints. P-constraints identify only false negatives, N-constraints identify only false positives. Both of the constraints make errors themselves, however, their independence enables mutual compensation of their errors. Firstly, given the labeled samples in advance,
we can train a priori classifier which measures the similarity, to the positive or negative class. The data collected during tracking is used as unlabeled samples. Thus, the priori classifier can be used to predict pseudo-labels and pseudo-weights of unlabeled samples. Then, it is possible to include unlabeled data into the online boosting framework using pseudo-labels and pseudo-weights. Our semi-supervised boosting classifiers are trained iteratively by labeling the unlabeled data and assigning corresponding weights until convergence or other stopping criterion. So, we can gain a strong classifier which combines a priori classifier and some online weak classifiers. Finally, the classification is analyzed by the P-N constraints, which are used to verify if the labels of unlabeled data assigned by the classifier are in line with the assumptions made about positive and negative samples. P-constraints are used to identify samples that have been labeled negative by the classifier but the constraints require a positive label. Similarly, N-constraints are used to identify samples that have been classified as positive but the constraints require a negative label. The sample labels that violate the constraints are corrected and added to the training set.
Compared with the traditional online semi-supervised methods, the proposed algorithm has a better ability to recover from drifting by incorporating prior knowledge of the object based on the semi-supervised learning technique, and can overcome the drawbacks of self-training by PN-constraints correcting errors of the classifier. Experimental results on several different challenging video sequences show that the proposed algorithm has a superior tracking performance, and can alleviate the object drifting problem under the complex environments. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the details of visual tracking with the proposed algorithm. Section 3 shows the experimental results and compares the tracking performance of the proposed method with several state-of-the-art algorithms. Section 4 draws conclusions and gives the direction for future work.
PROPOSED METHOD BASED ON SEMI-SUPERVISED ONLINE BOOSTING
In this section we will present the details of object tracking with the proposed method based on an online semisupervised boosting. Section 2.1 shows the system overview. Section 2.2 presents the details of training classifier. Section 2.3 shows the process of PN-constraints correcting errors of the classifier.
System overview
The proposed algorithm refers to as "tracking-by-detection", aim at training a discriminative classifier to separate the object from the background. During tracking the following three steps are alternately performed: (1) Update of the classifier:
when the object location is marked in the tth frame, we can randomly select the unlabeled samples from the area of the current target location, and then orderly use the selected unlabeled samples to update the online classifier in an online semisupervised framework; (2) Object detection: in the (t+1)th frame, the proposed approach makes use of the updated online classifier to detect target with an object search region, and calculates the confidence value of each picture block. Finally, the picture block which has the highest confidence value is regarded as the object location in the current frame; (3) Error correction: the classification is analyzed by the P-N constraints, which are used to verify if the labels of unlabeled data Qa assigned by the classifier are in line with the assumptions made about positive and negative samples. And then put these modified label samples into training set. The key of the tracking system is the online classifier, and correcting mistakes in classifications by PN-constrains can effectively improve the discrimination ability of the classifier and the robustness of tracking algorithms. Next, we will describe the proposed approach in detail.
Online semi-supervised boosting framework
The classifier training framework of the proposed approach is depicted in Fig. 1 . As shown in Fig. 1 , semi-supervised training algorithm [8, 10] firstly uses a set of labeled samples
, which are generated by marking the object in the first frame manually, to train an initial prior classifier   .When a new frame arrives, we use the strong classifier to predict a confidence value for each picture patch selected within the object search region. Finally, the image block with the highest confidence value is seen as the object region in the current frame.
Error correction
Structural constrains [12] . And an arbitrary number of such constraints can be used in the proposed method, but they are divided into two categories, term P and N. We apply P-constraints to reidentify samples that have been put into the negative class by the classifier but the constraints demand a positive label, and N-constraints are on the contrary. P-constraints can expand the set of positive training samples and thus improve the performance and accuracy of the classifier. Similarly, N-constraints extend the set of negative training samples and improve the discernment to non-object. PN-constraints can improve the performance of the classifier, as will be further analyzed. Hypothetically in iteration k, So, we can get the (k+1)th errors of the classifier:
Equation (5) 
By the equation (5)~ (8) we can also get the (k+1)th errors of the classifier, as follows:
we obtain a recursive equation of the state vector as    
and it corresponds to a discrete dynamical system [11] .
From the theory of dynamical systems, we know that the state vector x will converge to zero while eigenvalues of the transition matrix F are smaller than one. So, we can ensure that the errors of the classifier are reduced in an iterative process, so long as PN-constraints satisfy the above conditions.
The matrix F represents a linear transformation of the 2D space of classifier errors, the eigenvalues can be interpreted as scaling along the dimensions defined by eigenvectors. While the scaling is smaller than one, the errors of classifier will decrease in every iteration. In reality, it may be impossible that all the errors of classifier converge to zero, but they can be stabilized within a certain range. Through the above description, we are sure that it is possible to combine imperfect constraints such that their errors are canceling. In the proposed approach, there is not any requirement for PN-constraints, so long as they satisfy that eigenvalues of the matrix F are smaller than one.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In the experiments, we compare our method (PN-SemiT) with four state-of-art tracking algorithms that are similarly based on tracking-by-detection, including SemiT [8] , OAB [7] , MIL [15] and BSBT [16] , on three video sequences [17] that contain various objects in challenging conditions which include abrupt camera motion, appearance change, illumination variation and partial or full occlusions etc.(the detailed information about the three video sequences is listed in Table 1 ). All methods are tested on the computer that has Windows7 system, 3.50GHz processor and 4.0GB memory. David  470  320x240  75x95  FaceOcc2  812  320x240  82x98  Tiger1  354  640x480  76x84 In our experiments, we apply the average center location error that is sum of center location error of all frames divided by the number of video frames (Table 2) , and precision figure to evaluating the performance of all comparison algorithms. The precision(S) measure the percentage of frames for which the tracked object center location center (t) is within a given Fig.3a , the tracked target is David's face that suffers from illumination and complex background (#76, #200), and appearance changes (#241, #310, #401). Fig.3a shows that PN-SemiT can better deal with appearance and illumination changes, and effectively distinguish object and complex background. So classifier error correction in PN-SemiT is effective and can improve the tracking robustness.
In Fig.3b , partial or full occlusions frequently occur. The different locations of the faces are successively partially occluded by a book (#151, #263, #393). Then, the person puts on his hat (#620) and occlude his face using a book (#700). During tracking, the classifier errors of OAB, SemiT and BSBT constantly accumulate. It results in reduced performance of the classifier, and finally the drifting. And that the importance of samples aren't distinguished in MIL algorithm, leads to unstable tracking performance. PN-SemiT effectively avoids the drifting and can more accurately find object in the case of partial or full occlusions. Fig.3c show the complex environments caused by appearance variations (#33), fast moving and illumination changes (#157), rotation (#279), occlusions (#235, #252). We can see that due to the dramatic changes, the drifting occurs in the SemiT, OAB, MIL and BSBT algorithms. But PN-SemiT can still track the object.
In a word, in terms of center location error and precision, the above experimental results show that PN-SemiT method obtains the best tracking results, can more robustly and accurately track the object, and better handle the dramatic appearance changes. Therefore, the method that PN-constrains correct the classifier errors in real time is effective and overs the other compared trackers based on self-training. In the complex tracking environment, PN-SemiT not only has the adaptive ability, but also effectively overcomes the object drifting problem.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a robust tracking method that effectively combines SemiT with structural constrains and can avoid drifting resulted in by the accumulation of the classifier errors. In addition, PN-SemiT algorithm also retains the advantages of SemiT and predicts the pseudo-label and weight of the unlabeled examples by combining prior classifier with online classifier. Thus, the proposed method can better deal with occlusion and illumination changes etc. Experimental results on the challenging video sequences show that the proposed algorithm has a superior tracking performance and 
